Non-linear massive representations of the Poincare group are proved to be equivalent, on certain sectors, to massive linear representations with an energy of definite sign. As a consequence (for small initial data in these sectors), the existence of global solutions for massive wave equations is proved.
1. Introduction. The aim of this article is to study a family of non-linear representations of the Poincare group P = SL(2, C) T 4 , the universal covering of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. By non-linear representation of a real Lie group one means a non-linear local action, in a vector space, which has a fixed point (say the origin).
Non-linear representations of the Poincare group appear in a natural way in the study of relativistic wave equations, where the one parameter group of evolution is imbedded in a non-linear representation of the Poincare group.
A formal study of this aspect of relativistic wave equations can be found in references [2] [3] [4] [5] . The main results, there, are that the evolution of a massless wave equation is intertwined by a formal power series with the evolution of the corresponding free wave equation, and that this is also true for the evolution of a massive equation in some sectors of the space of initial conditions.
One now proves that, for massive fields, this intertwining series is convergent in some domains which will be explicated later. The proof steps will seem natural to those who are familiar with linearization, without small denominators, of vector fields [9] :
1. Check that there is no cohomological obstruction (no resonance condition on the eigenvalues of the linear part, in the language of vector fields) in order to prove the existence of the intertwining formal power series.
In the present situation this is obtained by extending the calculus to the enveloping algebra of P where the existence of a resolvent for the mass operator in a tensor product of representations permits to trivialize the cohomology. The study of the resolvent of the mass operator is done in part 3 and the construction of the formal intertwining in part 4.
One denotes by dv(p) -dp/\p°\ the invariant measure on M(m, ε) . 
{U g m '*f)(p) = e i <*-P>f(p) and {dUf-*f)(p) = i(x, p) f(p),
where / E E(M(m 9 ε)), p E M(m 9 ε), g E Γ 4 , x E t 4 (the Lie algebra of T 4 ). U m ' ε is norm preserving on E(M(m, ε)). One denotes by E^(M(rn, ε)) (resp. E τ (M(m, ε) )) the space of C 00 vectors of J7 w ' ε (resp. U m^\ Ά ). Given a compact set K C M(m, ε), one denotes by E{K) the space of functions in L q dv {M{rn, ε), Σ) with support included in K; obviously E(K) C E τ (M(m, ε) ). Denote by E c (M(m 9 ε)) = [_j E{K) the union being taken over all K, compact, in M(m, ε) .
Suppose that m > 0 and p E M(m, ε); one denotes by Λ(/7) the set of the Lorentz bases for which p = 0; if # is compact in M(m, ε), define Λ (^) u /) e^Λ(/ 7 ) which can be identified with a compact subset of SO(1 9 3).
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Suppose that m, > 0 and m 2 > 0; K λ (resp. K 2 ) being a compact subset of M(m l9 ε) (resp. M 2 {m 2 , ε)), define <:(*"*,) = __inf_>/> 0 ) and d(ΛΓ,,Λ: 2 ) = Given two topological vector spaces 7, Z, one denotes by S M (7, Z) the space of continuous w-linear symmetric mappings from 7" to Z and by %(Y, Z) the space of formal power series from 7 to Z of the form /= Σ MΞ >, /",/ n €% n (Y, Z). When 7and Z are Banach spaces and λ > 0, φ λ ( Y, Z) is the Banach space of formal power series / G g(7, Z) such that ||/1| =Σ n2ίl λΊI/ΊI<+oo.
Given two topological vector spaces 7, Z, v4 e 8 (7, Z) , and B G g (7, 7) , one defines ,4 * J? G 8 (7, Z) by where I q is the identity mapping on X ®^ ® π X(q times) and o n is the symmetrization operator on X ® w ® w ^(« times):
®φJ=-J Γ 2 9 @ Λ being the group of permutations of « elements. Whenever Y = Z one defines [^4, 5]^ =^4*5 -5*^4. Given two Banach spaces X and 7, the norm on X® W 7 is defined by ||z|| = mH lij \a ij \ , the infimum being taken OVQT all the ways of writing z -Σjja^x^j with Wx^l = \\yj\\ = 1. In general we denote by X ® w 7 the completed projective tensor product of two locally convex topological vector spaces X and 7. 
Therefore
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Denote by Z = E(K λ ) ®* <8> n E(K n ). It is^known [6, §2] that Z is isomorphic to L\K X X XK n , Σ, ® w < §>" Σ Λ ) (the measure on K X X -XK n being the tensor product measure).
If one defines R λ on Z by inequality (3.1) is satisfied. Take φ E D Q ,\ we have R λ (Q' ~ λ)φ = φ. Take a sequence φ k E D Q , converging to 0 and such that (Q' -λ)φ k converges to a limit ψ in Z. Then, φ z = R λ (Q' -λ)φ i converges to i? λ ψ. Therefore i? λ ψ = 0 and ψ = 0. This means that β' -λ is closable and so is β'.
Take now any \p E Z and φ = i? λ ψ and choose a sequence ψ^ E D Q , which converges to ψ. The sequence R λ ψ k converges to φ; Jhe relation ψ i = (β' -λ)R λ ψ i implies that φ is in the domain of Q' and that 
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Moreover τ L (p 2 ,... ,ρ n ) < 1. We can therefore write (3.8) as a series
Introduce the variables Before proceeding further one needs the following lemma. 
.,p H ))-\
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Choose η > 0. There exist finite partitions (V β ') β(ΞB of K t , i -\,...,n, by measurable subsets such that: 
We have From (3.5), (3.15), (3.17) and (3.18) one gets the inequality
Since the functions {χ^ f}β eB are orthogonal for each i G {1,...,«} and since^ = Σ fteB χ^ /, we have
which proves that R λ maps 7 to itself and that its norm, as an operator on Y, is smaller than p" 1 . The proof that Q' is closable in Y and that R λ is its resolvent is the same as in part (a). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Proof. The norm of the operator i? λ defined in Proposition 3.1 on
Functions with compact support form a dense set in E(M(m i9 ε)). Therefore R λ has a unique extension (denoted again by R λ ) to 3E, as a continuous linear mapping, satisfying (3.19). One then proves as in part (a) of Proposition 3.1 that Q is closable in 36 and that R λ = (Q -λ)~ι. D
The Frechet space E r (M(m, ε) ) is the set of functions/from M(m, ε) to Σ such that the function/? -*\p μ \ n f{p), μ = 0,1,2,3, w G N, belongs to L«(M(m,ε),Σ).
On Z>£ the operators β and Pf" (defined by PffiPn -.,p n ) = commute.
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Therefore, from the definition of the topology on E τ (M(rn { , ε)) <%>" -® w E T (M(m n9 ε)) 9 Q has a unique continuous extension (denoted again by Q) to this space and, using Proposition 3.3, we have: Proof. One denotes by E^ the space of differentiable vectors of U\ G . (S,E) being smooth, the mapping g -> S£-ιS£ is C°° from G to % n (E) and S" 6 SJ^) for any g £ G. Since Γ 4 is an invariant subgroup of G, and S SJφ = SgSg-ι xg φ 9 x E Γ 4 , g E G, the mapping c -> S^Sjφ is C 00 from T 4 to £ whenever φ E £ τ . Therefore, S] E % x (E r ) for any g E G. Using the relation S x S g φ -S g S g -\ xg φ one sees by induction that S g E Q n (E r ) for any g E G. Take / > 2 and suppose that there exists a unique polynomial 
Consequently, defining R^ -S g (Σ n > 2 S g -\(l + A t _ x ))
ι P*, we have This means that iϊ* is a 1-cocycle on G with coefficients in 8 7 (2? T ), the action of G being defined by g -> S'jZSJ-i, Z E S 7 (f: τ ).
Consider now the cocycle dR ± , on the Lie algebra t 4 of Γ 4 , defined by dR%φ = j^(Rt xpsX ψ) s=0 , X e t 4 , φ G £ τ . The right-hand side of (4.9) being independent of X one obtains One then defines A = Σ/>2 ^' There remains to prove the uniqueness of
Suppose that there exists a second one, A
1
. Equality (4.10) implies that
The same calculation as above proves then that A 1 = ^4 
Obviously W(f) Et(E τ9 E).
Moreover, it results from Proposition 3.3 that there exists a constant C such that Proof. We shall write equality 4.1 in a form which will be more convenient to prove the convergence of A.
Take x G t 4 ; equality (4.1) implies, by differentiation, that 
+ (T Xμ (\ + A)) * dS
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Consequently, since A G t(£ τ , £ τ ), one gets (from (5.4)) the equation: (/s c , E) . Since, as was just proved, the solution of (4.1) is solution of (5.5), it is sufficient to solve (5.5) in ^(Θ/L, E(K t ) 9 E) for some r > 0.
(5, E) being a smooth representation, there exists λ x > 0 such that (g> SΊ -* Sg'g-tSgg'-1 ^s ^°° fr°m a neighbourhood of the identity in G X G to φ λ (£"). Writing g = exp Λ Xand g 7 = exp s'X 9 X E ί 4 , one getŝ 
is a convolution algebra, J can be considered as an element of (j) r (H 0 (M(m, ε) ). We can consider af as an element of E(M(m, ± 1)) by the identification a
the representation of the Poincare group P on E = E(M(m 9 -1)) θ E(M(m 9 +1)). The system (6.2) becomes If X = Σ 3 =o «^> one defines which is an analytic representation of t 4 in E r compatible with S ι (for this notion see [1, Definition 8] ). By [1, Proposition 10] , there exists a unique analytic representation (S, E) of T 4 in E such that dS -θ. It results from Theorem 5.3 that there exists A E §(2s τ , is) such that given K_ (resp. ΛΓ + ) compact in Λf(m, -1) (resp. M(m, +1)),
and such that Take A E E(K_) U £(A: + ) with ||A|| < λ. Define ψ, = (7 + ,4)Sj xp ^oA. Since 5j is norm preserving and S g (I + A)h -(I + A)S λ g h, the mapping t -> ψ, is C 00 from R to £ and we have <//Λψ, = θ x $ r Coming back to equation (6.1) (6.1) has a solution ψ t for all t, with initial condition (φ 0 , φ 0 ) = The approach followed in this article can be applied to systems of relativistic evolution equations with arbitrary spin with an analytic interaction (provided that the masses satisfy the inequalities given at point 2 of Theorem 5.3.) to get global solutions for small data in some sectors.
Let us now compare the example given above with previous results. The problem of existence of global solutions for relativistic wave equations, seen from an abstract point of view, was initiated by I. Segal [11] . An example which has been studied extensively is the equation (6.3) Dφ + m 2 φ = λφ p ( GN)
for which global solutions exist for small initial data (in a suitable Sobolev space) [10, Theorem 21] , when/? >: 3. Furthermore, (6. 3) has global weak solutions for any initial data, with the restriction λ < 0,/? odd [12] . Concerning the equation Dφ + m 2 φ = /(φ) with φ real, / being a continuous real valued function satisfying φ/(φ)<0, W. Strauss [13] proved that there exist real global weak solutions for any real initial data.
Global solutions which are C°° in space and time for equations of the type (6.4) Dφ-G^φ^ φ),
(where G(£ z , τj /y ) is a C°° function in £, and τj /7 and vanishing for ξ -0 and η = 0, and where the space of initial data is the space of C 00 functions on R d , d>6) have been proved to exist by S. Klainerman [7] if the initial data is small enough (i.e. the L 1 and L 2 norms of the initial data and a certain number of its derrivatives are small enough).
The problem of the existence of global solutions for relativistic wave equations for initial data in some sectors is discussed in a review work of M. Reed [10] .
